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GLsN8RAL DEBATE ON ALL DISAPMAMSNT ITEMS

m. B (Somalia)t  At the outset, Mr. Chairman, permit me to

offer you my delegation's warm and sincere felicitations on your well-deserved

election to preside over the deliberations of this very important Committee.

Your eleation, Sir, is a tribute to your vast experience and skilful handling

of the intricacies of international diplomacy. We also offer our

congratulations to tha other officers of the Comrrittee.

When  we met in the Committee a year ago, to discuss and deliberate on the

important agenda item of disarmament, we did so against the backdrop of an

extremely favourable international climate, For the first time, the world

witnessed the cold war and confrontation of the past between the two

super-Powers giving way to a new era of cooperation and compromise. This

sfpiffcant transformation in the East-West ideological conflict and military

confrontation was aptly symbolized by the fall of the Berlin Wall.

As we gather here today there are further encouraging trends towards the

easing of the global atmosphere, especially in the direction of the

elimination of weapons of mass destruction. These positive developmeLts  have

naturally heightened the expectations of the international community for a

peaceful and safer world,

In his report on the work of the Organization  the Secretary-General

stated:

"At the global level, the priorities include A search for new,

stabilising reductions in nuclear weapons, maintaining the regained

momentum of support for the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
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Weapons, arresting the uncontrolled proliferation of advanced weapon8 of

mass destruction and the relevant technology, a swift conclusion of a

convention for the comprehensive prohibition of chemical weapons and

strengthening the basic obligations of the Biological Weapons

Conv8ntion." t-a.

In this connection, I join many previous speakers in welcoming the

signing of the Strategic Arna Reduction Treaty in Moscow on 31 July this year

by the United States of America and the Soviet Union. This Treaty is intended

to reduce their strategic arsenals by 30 per cent. Another positive

development in this direction, which we believe will contribute to the

achievement of our ultfmate goal of complete disarmsment, is the recent

announcement by President Bush of the United States intention to undertake a

unilateral reduction of United States tactical missiles and the reciprocal

action by President Gorbachev to do likewise for the Soviet Union.

While, therefore, the international cosnnunity has a long way to go to

achieve this laudable objective, my delegation welcome8 the decisiona

announced by the two leaders as positive steps in the right direction.

Comprehensive nuclear disarmament is, however, inextricably tied to the

comprehensive test-ban treaty. My delegation shares the view expressed in the

Committee that the continued retention and sophistication of nuclear weapons

will only encourage proliferation and therefore nullify the efforts of the

international community for the eventual elimination of all kinds of weapons

of mass destruction.

la the context of the global efforts for nuclear disarmament through the

establishment of nuclear-weapon-free sones in the different regions of the

world, the question of the denuclearisation of South Africa assumes special
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impottanae. One of the decisions taken at the summit of the Orgamioation of

African rrpity at Abuja, Nigeria, in June thie year, dealt with the realisation

of the 1964 Cairo Daal8ratfon on the Der;uslearfaation  of Africa. My

delegation aontinues to hold the view that the accomplishment of this goal

will be impossible unless and until South Africa’8 reported nuclear

aspability, which has serious implicationa , especially for the security of the

African States, is rever6ed.

There are, however, hopeful signs that the conclusion and signature by

South Africa ot the safeguards agreement with the International Atomic Energy

Agency am3 its accession earlier to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of

Nuclear Weapon@ have diminished the threat posed by that country's nuclear

capabil i ty. My delegation would, however, like to reiterate that any

complacency on our part in this vital matter will be dangerous aad detrimental

to the peace spd security, not Only of the countries of Africa, but also of

the entire wotld.
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We therefore'continue to believe that, notwithstanding the steps which

South Africa haa taken in thi’s direction - and to which I have just referred -

it is imperative for the international conxnunity to keep a close and constant

watch on that Countty’a  reported development of its nuclear programme.

My delegation has read the report of the Conference on Disarmament with

the attention and consideration which it deserves. We were also encouraged to

hear from the President of the Conference, the representative of Venesuela,

that the main achievement of its discussions waa the work accomplished on a

prsliminary structure of a multilateral convention on the complete and

effective prohibition of the development, production, stockpiling and use of

chemical weapons and their destruction. We share his hope and optimism that

by next year a definitive agreement on the convention will he reached.

We are also encouraged to note from his statement that on the issue of

the prevention of an arms race in outer space, the deliberations in the Ad Hoc

Committee are moving towards a more orderly and systematic dialogue. Somalia

has repeatedly stated that it continues to support the peaceful uses of outer

space. We therefore join other delegations in opposing, in conformity with

United Nations resolutions on the subject, the extension of any military

competition or activity to outer space.

It is hardly necessary for my delegation to over-emphasise the important

role played by the United Nations in the field of disarmament. We would like

to take this opportunity to pay a special tribute to the

Under-Secretary-General for Disarmsment Affairs, Mr. Akashi, and his dedicated

staff for their part in continuing to play and strengthen this role.

In conclusion, it is my delegation's considered view that in spite of the

favourable climate which prevails today on the international political plane -
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a climate which is enaling us to arrive at far-reaching decisions in a spirit

of understanding and accocuaodation - we must not ignore the non-military

threat whfuh exists fa our midst in the form of serious socfo-economic

imbalances. There cannot be lasting peace in the world unless and until we

make serious efforts to narrowt if not close, the yawning gap between the

haves and have-not8 of th8 world. If we do not,. all the limited gains we have

achieved thus far, especially in the field of disarmament, are bound to come

to naught.

#r. (;AMfLtEBI  (Malta) t As this is the first time thst I am

addressing the Committee I should like to congratulate you, Sir, and the other

officers of the Committee on your election.

The impact of the far-reaching changes in East-West relations has

increasingly become the starting-point of discussions about the current state

and prosp8cts of the international order.

Central to the recent developments has been the new spirit of trust that

hss emerged between the two States which pos,sess by far the two mightiest

arsenals. The roots of this trust are various and complex.

Some see the long period of detente and the tentative process of

confidence-bufldfng  which accompaniad it as a significunt factor in the new

developmcrats. Others attach greater signfficance  to the internal developments

in the Soviet Union and the impact these developments have had on that

country's foreign policies and their consequent effect on outside

perceptions. Many are convinced that the primary cause of the new

developments has been the bankruptcy of the ideology of communism, and the

conseguent collapse of the state of confrontaton which it fostered.

No doubt all of these elements have played a part. Divergent views abou'

their relevant importance, as well as about the relevance of other factors,
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will for a long time continue to colour the analysis of the scope snd nature

of the new world Order that is emerging.

There is also the inevitable recognition of the fact, highlighted by the

recent experience in the Gulf, and the current tragic events in Yugoslavia,

that the disappearsnce of old confrontations is not, by itself, a panacea for

all global ailments.

Most are therefore agreed that, whatever may be the nature of the new

world order that is emerging, it brings with it both unexpected opportunities

and new challenges, especially on matters relating to disarmament. One

essential task for a committee such as ours is to identify as precisely as

possible where the new opportunities und the nsw challenges lie.

One area in which very visible and dramatic changes have taken place is

that of nuclear diearmament. A gauge of how fundamental these changes have

been is the extent to which decisions and actions inconceivable only a few

years ago are now almost taken for granted.

Within an impressively short time the world has seen agreement on a

significant dismantling of intermediate-rsnge and strategic nuclear weapons.

It has learned of unilateral decisions for extensive reductions in tactical

nuclear weapons. It is seeiug the progressive withdrawal of nuclear armaments

from third countries. It is witnessing the first stages of the df.smantling of

nuclear weapons on the high seas. There is even the alluring prospect of

future cooperation on defence systems against ballistic missiles.

Those voices which only a few years ago were so persuasive in urging

caution - to the point of inaction - over nuclear disarmament have eithsr

fallen completely silent or , where they attempt to oppose the course of

events, are quickly overwhelmed, as was the case in the Soviet Union last
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August. Surprisingly, equally muted sometimes is the voice of some of those

who were erdtwhfle most forceful in condemning an old world order based on the

precarious balance of mistrust and escalating nuclear deterrence.

Malta wholeheartedly welcomes the88 positive devslopments.

We are partiCUlarly  88tiSfiOd with the decision of both the United States

and the Soviet Union to remove all tactical suclear weapons from surface ships

and attack submarines. We consider that this decision will make a positive

contribution to security and stability in such 8nClOSOd sea areas as the

Mediterranean,,where,  in addition to other considerations, the presence of

nuclear awamrrnts carries an exceptional level of risk for the littoral

populations.

We respect the wisdom and courage of the United States and Soviet

leaderu, who have taken the initial and most crucial decisions to launch the

process of nuclear dissrsuunent. We urge and 8ncourag8 them to continue on the

path that they have chosen. They no doubt recognised  8s much as anybody else

how much work is still necessary to ensure genuine and lasting stability in

internatfonal  relations,

Many haV8 rightly pointed out that global security cannot however be

safeguarded exclusively through unilateral or bilateral action. There comes i

point where the whole international cormntnfty needs to be involved in the

process which is unfolding. It is in this context that the search must begin

for the new opportunftiecl  that are being created and the challenges that srisc

in their wake.

In the field of nUCl8ar disarmament, it is Xalt&'S hope that the new

international environment will give fresh impetus to long-standing endeavours I
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in three related direas - a comprehensive teat-ban, non-proliferation, and the

creation of nuclear-weapon-free sones.

The case for putting an end to all nuclear testing is pressing on both

security und environmental grounds. The Soviet Union has tahen a welcome

first step in declaring a unilateral one-year moratorium. The level and

sophistication of the existing nuclear arsenals of the major Powers should

permit sn early horioontal enlargement of the idea of a moratorium. This will

constitute as important step towards eventual agreement on converting the

existing partial Treaty into a comprehensive test-ban treaty.

In its turn, a comprehensive nuclear-test ban would strengthen and lend

credibility to the process of nuclear non-prOlifer&tiOn. In this context we

join other speakers in the Committee in WedCOming the tOCent 8CCeSSiOnS  to the

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT)@ as well as the

decision, in principle, by China, France and other States to join.

Non-proliferation is one area where the need is self-evident for

collective action beyond the unilateral or bilateral action by the major

Powers. It is also an area where the benefits of the new atmosphere of trust

between the two super-Powers is clearly not automatically transferable to the

rest of the international cormaunity.

Two obstacl8s,  among many, loom large in the path of aa effective and

credible non-proliferation regime. On the one hand, there are the

uncertainties created by parties to the NPT seeking to exploit the limitations

of the existing safeguards regime and, on the other, there are the tqually

destabilising concerns which arise from the fact that some States, with a

clear potential for producing nuclear armaments, are still not ready to become

parties to the NPT.
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The International comaunity has shown that it can tcbay muster the

political will to expose and reverlpe blatsnt fnstsncer of non-compliance. It

should adopt sn equally energetic attitude in respect of cou?lltries that seek

to obscur8 their nuclear-weapon production activities behiad the decision not

to participate in the m. The ultimate objective can best be secured through

a combination of measures which give enhanced credibility to the role of the

major nuclear Powers, including assurances of non-use against States not

possessing such weapons, while r-.imfnatfng  or greatly reducing the risks

arising from non-compliance or non-participation.

With the disappearance of the East-West confrontation, many of the

factors that permitted, perhaps even enciOurage9,  non-compliance or

non-participation have today disappeared. Free from msay of the constraints

imposed by strategic conslderations of a global nature, countries in different

regions may now more freely pursue t&e objective of seeking agreement on the

creation of nuclear-weapon-free sones. The creation of such sones is an

important, and perhaps indisp8nsable, UCCOInpSdment  to the Wider process

towards nuclear non-proliferaiton. We have much to learn from the positive

experiences of the Latin American region in this connection.

In the minds of some, nuclear weapons have gained a-sort of macabre

legitiruacy in the philosophy of deterrence - though this line of thinking is

particularly questionable at the regional level. No such consid8rations  can

be adduced in respect of chemical or biological weapons.

The process of reaching agreement on a global, affectively verifiable and

COslprOhOnSiVO ban on chemical weapons irr far advanced in the Conference on

Disarmaraent - sadly the only area where this Conference sums to be making

some progress. Malta welcomes the progress which has already been registered
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in this area and urges all parties concerned to spare no effort in reaching

agreement on the remaining outstanding problems, in particular the question of

ver4fication.

Equalfy important, in our view, is the process of strengthening the

existing verification and control regima under what remains the main

arms-reduction Lreaty open to universal participation - the biological wsapons

Convention.

In considering these srbjecta one sadly reflects that ma&And cannot ever

unlearn any of the destructive secrets which it unravels. It canI however,

learn to take collective action to remove the threats which this unravelling

brings to its own survival.

The problems connected with conventional mapons cannot b8 considered in

such cataclysmic terms. The objective of reducing the level of conventional

armaments remains, nevertheless, t major one in the contort of the need to

enhance international peace and security.

May speakers in this Committee have reflected UPO.~ the fact that on8

unfortuuate result of the end of the cold war appears to have been the

unleashing of ethnic, political and territorial disputes that had been

suppressed over the last half century. It is perhaps premature to conclude

that the spate of new problems which have arisen, especi&lly in Europ8. are an

integral part of the new internstiona2  Order, rather than a natural, though

WSmpOrary, process of adjustment to the new realities.

Whatever their long-tezm import, however, the emergence of these new

problems, in conjunction with the more long-standing and unresolved prObl8IIM

in many regirma of the world, underline the need for urgent m8asur88 to

enhance rsacurity  and stability* These measures include action at the
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intsrnstional  level, especially through a more effective preventive and

p8aC8-kOaping rOl8 by the United Nations, through both the Security Counail

and the Qeneral Assembly. They include action at the regional level where the

role of confidence and security building and of disarmament on the model so

suoaessfully being pursued in the Conference on Security and Cooperation in

Europe (CSCE) is by now well established. They also inalude action to reduce

the level of conventional armtunents world wide.

The subject of levels of conventional armsm8nts is attracting particular

attention in our Committee this year in the light of the proposal we havs

before us for the setting up of a register of arms transfers. There iS

general agreement that measures to enhance the transparency of conventional

armsments levels constitutes a useful confidence- snd security-building

measure in itself. It al80 promotes the process of reducing conventional

armsmtmts . Views are divided, however, on whether the isvnediate  setting up of

SII SmS-trSSSfSr  rSgiSt%r iS the SIOSt SffOCtiVS  first Step in this direction.

Malta welcomes the Searetary-Qeneral’s  study on ways and mean8 of

promoting transparency in international arms transfers (A/46/301). The report

makeo mention of the fact that as far back as 1968 Malta co-sponsored a draft

resolution in which the Secretary-General was r8quested to ascertain the

position of Member States on a United Nations register of arms trunsfors.

Addressing the Asrembly in 1965, just one year after Malta joined this

Organisation, our then Prime Minister, Mr. George Borg-Olivier,  speaking about

disarmament said g

e”One such measure would be to publicise, and thus indirectly control, the

transfer of armsments between States.” (-9. ~a)
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Today we support the proposal for the setting up sf M arms-transfer

register. We do so in full awareness that arms transfers i!orm only one 8SpsCt

of the whole question of armamer;ts  lsvels. There are the equally 1mportMt

aspects of produation Md stockpiliag, as well as the related matter of

transfer  of technology. which must also be tackled.

We do not see, however, that all these aspects must either be tackled

together or not at all. Even less do we see that the question of conventional

armaments levels should be considered only in conjunction with the question of

weapons of mass destruction, including nuclear armaments.

There are many sensitivities involved in the question of the setting up

of M arms trMsfer8 register , some relating to concerns about national

sovereignty and the right of self-defence , others to aspects of regional

sscurity, and at111 others to the long-term implications of the issue of

transfer of technology Md its relevance to development.

In the light of the80 cousiderations, it is essential that the decision

to sot up the register, Md particularly its timing, takes into account the

18gitimate aoncerns  of all parties. Given that, at least at this stage, the

register will b8 a voluntary one, it CM be effective only if the decision on

its estsblishment is reached through a genuine consensus. We urge all partiss

concerned to work conrtructively towards this consensus.

Many speakers in this Committee Mb elsewhere have reflected upon the

linkages whiah et111 exist between questions of disarmament Md development,

as well as the relevance of environmental considerations in this connection.

There is a growing sense that the new spirit of trust and cooperation which

has replaced suspicion and confrontation in many  important aspects of

international life CM make a significant contribution towards agreement for a
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better and more rational utilisation of global resources in the promation of

the long-term security and well-being of all peoples,

There is, however, also a painful awareness that the international

community has not yet maaaged fully to grasp the new opportunities - that we

are still some way from finding the proper moans to erploit successfully the

immense potential which lies before us. My delegation hopes that our

Committee can make a perhaps small but significant contribution in this

direction by agreeing on methods of work which would give more relevance to

its deliberations Md more effectiveness to its decisions. We stand ready to

cooperate in all endeavours in this direction,

Mr. bfT (Algeria) (interpretation from French):

Mr. ChairmM, I should like at the outset to convey to you and to the other

officers of the Committee the most cordial congratulations of the AlgeriM

delegation. In our Vieto, your eleC!tiOn t0 your pOSt iS a plOdgO  Of the

SuCC888fUl  OUtCOme Of our work. You can count on the fullest cooperation from

our delegation in the performance of your mission.

The delegation of the Kingdom of Morocco has rrlready addressed the

Committee on behalf of the member8 of the Arub Maghreb Union. R8 expressed

the Over811 ViOWS of the Union on disarmament iSS~88. For my part, I wish to

touch on certain specific issues on which we need to work in order to make my

country’s policies quite clear.

If there is one field in international relations in which historical

evolution has yielded positive results and opened the way to major

initiatives, it is surely the field of disarmament. There has been a steady

succession of agreements, Mb with each passing day we h88r new proposals made

in order to reduce the current nuclear capacity, thereby seeking to avert the

risk of a conflagration of disastrous consequences for msnkind.
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Thus, ainae the signing of the firat nuclear disarmament agreement, in

December 1987, two more treaties have been concluded: the first dealt with

conventional weapons in Europe and the second wa8 signed between the Soviat

Union and the United States and dealt with strategic nuclear weapone. Even

more recently, propoaale aimed at reducing tactical nuclear capability have

been put forward by the United States and were favourably received by the

Soviet Union, which, for its p-rt, has put forth constructive proposal8 adding

impetus to the disarmament process, We hope that an agreement on these

weapons will be promptly concluded between these two countrier  and that other

initiatives will follow.

Algeria in moat gratified at this positive trend in nuclear disarmament,

although we are aware that much remains to be done, especially in the

multilateral sphere, in order to achieve total and definitive elimination of

the nuclear threat.

We welcome these things, first of all, because the agreements and

proposala deal with nuclear diaarmament, which ia and will continue to be a

matter of the highest priority, aa observed in the Final Document of the Tenth

Special Seaaion of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. Secondly,

these disarmament measured are an exceedingly concrete erpreasion of the

progreae made towards the improvement of internationsl  relations through the

promotion of dialogue and cooperation ac mean8 of rettling disputea. Lastly,

we welcome these trenda because there disarmament measures, partial though

they may be in the context of the task to bs accomplished, will serve to

sustain the momentum in efforts in other area6 of disarmament ao that the

process can be extended to all countries.
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As meritorious aa they mey be, the accomplishments resliaed in

disarmament thur far fall far short of our hopes. There are several reasons

for this and hero are rmm of them.

The fir& ir that what baa been achieved haa, earentinlly, been done

within a rtriatly bilateral contest, and we keenly regret that the

multilateral framework for negotiations haa been, at the very least,

marginslired.

The second reamon is that the agreements concluded deal solely with

msarures for the reduction, even the downgrading, of nuclear arsenals but not

with radical measure8 for the complete elimination of nuclear weapons.

The third reaaon is that 60 far no progress hae been made towards

negotiations on extremely important aspects of diearmament, ouch as the total

banning of nuclear teat& the arm race in outer space, and naval disarmament.

The fourth and last reason I wish to bring up here is that at the same

time as the multilateral negotiating framework is being relegated to a

marginal atatu8, certain initiative8 involving the United Nation8 have been

launched in the absence on a conmama of their priority or urgent atatur.

In addreming the General Assembly on 27 September, Foreign

Minister Lakhdar Brahimi announced that Algeria was initially adhering to four

multilateral disarmament inrtrumentr. Allow me to refer to them here. They

are ab followrr the Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of

Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gasea and of Bacteriological Methodr of

Warfare; the Treaty on the Prohibition of the Bmplacement of Nuclear Weapons

and Other Weapons of Waae Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and

in the Subsoil Thereoft the Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any

Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniqucrat  and the Treaty on
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the Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Brploration and Use

of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies.

In adhering to these agreements, my country has sought to contribute to
c

the universal task of disarmament and at the ssme time acknowledge the merits

of what has already been achieved and the need to achieve the broadest

possible aonsensus with respect to this undertaking in order to guarantee the

strictest possible implementation.

While the quest for universality and disarmament is a praiseworthy

objective in itself, this concern must not of itself overshadow the other

elements involved in the definition of the policies of States on disarmament

instruments. While one map legitimately hope that all countries will join in

the disarmament effort, it also seems essential to us that the proper

conditions should first be created for the universaliration of existing

agreements, in particular equal and non-discriminatory implementation of all

their provisions and a balance betveen the obligations of States parties.

12 the light of its basic options, Algeria has chosen to dsvelop the

search for the peaceful uses of nuclear energy in various social and economic

spheres. This research progrmne , which has been conducted openly, has been

unilaterally placed under the safeguards regime of the International Atomic

Bnerqy Agency, with which my country has for years had fruitful cooperation.

This is why any reservations ws may have with rsgard to a multilaterPl

instrument of whatever sort should not automatically give rise to erroneous

and sometimes tendentious  interpretations which cast suspicion on any

legitimate attempt to acquire and achieve mastery of scientific and

technological progress strictly for development needs.
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As a member of the Conference on Diearmssumt, Algeria is closely involved

in the negotiations under way with a vleu to finalisiny  an international

convention on the complete prohibition of the development, manufacture,

stockpiling and use of chemical weapons and on their destruction.

Proqreas  made in negotiations on thir convention - thanks in particular

to the major initiative announced last May by President Bush,  which has made

it possible to remove certain major obstacles, a8 well a8 tha agreement now

taking shape on various aspects t&t are still open to dispute - should

facilitate the conclusion of this vital instrument in 1992.
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My country will spare no effort to ensure that this objective is achieved next

year.

We cannot but :relcome the thought that the draft global convention on

chemical weapons may be succarsfully concluded by the deadline that was set.

This gives us hope that the Conference on Disarmsment will at last have its

original msndate restored and that it will therefore be able to make similar

progress in the negotiations on other questions on its agenda. However, as we

see it, the conclusion of an international convention should not impede

development or access to technology in the chemical industries. The

verification system to be set up should not be turned into an insurmountable

barrier to the growth of chemical industries in the developing countries, or

into a means of supervisiag them. Only if this prime condition is met can

there be universal adherence to the future convention.

In the field of disarmament, Algeria’s global approach fs based on a

consistent policy, which has been corroborated by recent developmenta on the

international scene. We feel that confidence-building and disarmament

measures are the successful outcome of a fruitful dialogue aimed at calming

and improving relations between States and at settling the conflicts and

disputes that give rise to tensions, In this regard, Europe and Bast-West

relations are an edifying exsmple. The clearly expressed will to mitigate

past political divergences and long-standing antagonisms has made possible

great progress in the disarmsment field.

Any disarmament initiative , regardless of its intrinsic merits or the

motivation of those promoting it, must be based primarily on the reality of

the political environment, its needs and constraints. Our first task 10

therefore to settle, within a global context that takes account of all the



dimensions of the question - the political problems that impede a genuine

peace and lasting security in various regloss.

In this retspect, the initiative taker several months ago by the great

Powers - an initiative that seeks to establish rules for arms control in the

Middle Bast - does not, by itself, appear to be an ideal response to the

problem8 of the region. Very important questions have simply been overlooked

altogether. I refer, for example, to Israel’s nuclear capacity, which poses

real threat to peace , and which the Israeli regime stubbornly refuses to plac

under the a~pervfsion of the International Atomic Energy Agency. Moreover,

these initiatives were taken without sny prior agreement with the States

concerned, as if these States had no right to express a view on the intended

measures that have a direct effect on their security needs and, therefore, on

their future.

Similarly, the proposal for the establishment of a r*gistar of

conventional-arms transfers is worthy of consideration. 8Iere again we must,

first and foremost, address the cau8es of tbe accumulation of weapona,

particularly in the developing countries. Moreover, if arms transfers are to

be transparent, so must all the other aspects of this queationt weapons

production, eriating stockpiles and trsnsferrr of militaiy technology. We mus

also take into account the defence needs of Statee, in terms of the security

threats they face sad the political realities of each region. Transparency i’

the trassfer of weapons of mass destruction must also be an objective.

For these rea8ons my delegation feels that further consideration must be

given to these matters within an appropriate frsmework an6 in cooperation wiE
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all States. They must be examined thoroughly, taking into aacount, in

particular, the priorities of general Mb complete disarmament, the defence

needs of States - indeed, the whole range of related questions, This is an

absolute necessity if we really want to achieve the broadest possible

consensus on the problem - a sine for the effective implementation of

the measures envisaged. In our view, one means of achieving such a consensus

on disarmsment questions is involvement by the Waited Nations during all

phases of the negotiations on the whole range of these issues.

In conclusion, I wish to say that we look forward very much to M

equitable distribution of the peace dividondu MCI to a peace that is sustained

primarily by the quest for a just Mb lasting settlement of the conflicts

affecting many peoples throughout the world, by the promotion of genuine

development in the third world, by a de-escalation of the arms race and by a

transition to a system of international relations governed by the virtues of

dialogue, mutual understanding and cooperation.

Hr. w (Cameroon) (interpretation from French): The

delegation of Cameroon joins with pleasure in the warm congratulations that

have been addressed to you, Mr. ChairmM, Md the other offioers of the

Committee on your election. There is no doubt that uader your gUidMCe, Sit,

the Committee will be able to work the more effeatively towards strengthening

international peace and security. You may rest assured of our entire

cooperation in this field.

Even more so than last year, the work of the Committee is going on at an

historically favourable time - a time when the improvement in Bast-West

relations and in the international climate in general is leading to new
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initiatives in the field of disarmament: the conclusion of the

strategic-arms-reduction Treaty - START - between Washingtoa and Moscow; the

decision of the United States to eliminate all land-based and sea-baaed

taatiosl nuclear weapons in Europe Md Asia and to negotiate a substantial

reduction ia the number of intermediate-range ballistic missiles, and the

reciprocal Soviet propoaa~, demonstrating the will of the two great Powers to

make significsnt progress in the field of disarmament.

Cameroon welaomes these meaaurea aa being likely to promote international

peace Md security, arptl would like to encourage the search for athe: such

initiatives with a view to achieving greater reductiona in the numbers of

conventional weapons end weapons of mass destruction - reductions to a minimum

defence level.
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We believe that the international cosununity must work relentlessly to

take advantage of the present propitious climate of dbtente, which augurs well

for the achievement of the comon objectives in the field of di-armament that

for too long have been hampered by the cold war.

Thia ia why Cameroon believes that unilateral and bilateral initiatives

in the field of disarmament, praisevorthy aa they may be, ahould be completed

by way of a comprehensive multilateral approach based on consensus. In this

connection, the United Nations aeema to us to be the most appropriate

framework within which to consider the question of disarmsment which is the

business of us all.

Faced with the disquieting factor that many countries peaaess huge

arsenal8 of nuclear weapon8 Md other weapons of mass destruction, it seems

necessary  and desirable  for us to tackle the disarmament problem by taking an

integrated approach, if we wish to slow down the arma race and speed up the

process of arms reduction and disarmsmeat. We support the effort8 made at the

multilateral level.

It is in this spArit that Csemroon  supports the ret-ndation relating

to the re-establishment in 1992 of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Conference on

Disarmament on a comprehensive nuclear-test ban. He hop that the work of

that Comnitteo  will make it possible to draw up a treaty on the total

prohibition of nuclear tests,

We also welcome tbe fact that several countries have made it posaible to

advance the universality of the nuclear aon-proliferation Treatr# in thia

connection, we are pleased to note that Prance, Chino, South Africa, TMsania,

Zsmbia and Zimbabwe have decided to accede to the Treaty- We hope that the

Statea which have not yet done ao will join the teat of the international

community in building a world free of nuclear wsapona.
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Furthwaoror  Camsroon is in favour of espanding the non-proliferation

Treaty sad of ooavsning the 1995 Conference relative thereto, preparations for

whiah should start in 1993.

Weapons of mass destruation, suah aa chemical and biological weapona,

also dosorvo tb attention of the international community. Cameroon, which

supports the ongoing efforts at working out a chemical-weapons convention,

hopes thst the obstaoles to the verification system, which is hsmpering

progress towards final agreement , will be removed by way of aompromise, hence

msking it possible to reach consensus at the 1992 conference.

Conseguently,  we hope that the future chemical-weapons convention will

aahiove  unfvorsal  adhereme, without prejudice to the possibility of

third-arid  aountries developing a chemical industry for peaceful purposes.

Csmaroon also supports the conclusions of the Third Review Conference of

the States Patties to the Convention on biologicsl weaponaI whose Declaration

reaffirms that such universal adhsrence to the Convention would strengthen

internstionsl  peace snd security.

In view of the greet intareat in diaarmsment mattera, Csmeroc;n conaidera

that the participstioa of all States at all stages of negotiation on these

mattarrs at varioua level8 of the multilateral structures ret up for this

purpose is highly desirable, That is why we reiterate our appeal for the

l spsnsion of the cowsftion of the Diaarmsment Coamniaaion.

BWreover, m welcomed the decision taken at the June 1991 seasion in

Geneva on inrproving the functioning of the Conference on Disarmsment. By that

decision, non-me-r  State.3 invited to the Conference can now take part in

plenary meetings as well as the metinga of suxiliarg bodies.
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One of the lessons of the Gulf War is that monitoring arms transfers is

desirable if we wish to prevent a headlong proliferation of armaments. Hence,

Cameroon approves the prinoiple of working out , under United Nations auspices,

of a universal, non-diaariminatory register on the transfer of conventional

weapons. But the implementation of suoh a register raises problems. We

believe that all proposals made in this context should be examined in a

realistic Md open-minded spirit ao a8 to reaoh a satfsfaotory  compromise.

In his important statement in this Comittee  Mr. Yasushi Akashi,

Under-Secretary-General for Disarmament Affairsr  dealarad that the

international comauIIity has to espouae a multidimensional approach to peace

and aeouritp in which the military aspeat will not dominate but will be

considered in relation to other priorities auoh as dovelopmeat,  welfare, the

environment Md the protootion of human rights.

For its part, Cameroon has always had this aonaorn in mind, l spsaially

when it ruggerted the now aaoopted  Md establisbod relationship bstween

disarmamsnt  Md develomnt. Indeed, the strengthening of security at a

minimum defence level would make it possible to achieve substantial aavinga

which could be transferrod to rooio-economic  development and the protection of

the environment.

Furthermom, disarmsmeat OM yield the autiaipated rerults  only if it

leada to the establishment of truat mong Statoa. That is why, while pursuing

the final objeative of global disarmsment, Cemroon  encourages all initiatives

leading to the promotion of regional disarmamsnt, whiuh ir M essential factor

of international pesos and soourity.

It is from this perspective that my aouatry hostod from 17 to 21 Juno

last in Ys.ouad& a seminar/workshop on the solution of conflicts, the
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prevention and management of crises and the strengthening of trust between

States members of the Bconomic Community of Central Africsn  States. This

aotivity was organiaad by the Department for Disarmexent Affaira, together

with the Goverzuaent of Cameroon, Mb involved 10 countries of the subregion.

f should like here to thMk the United Nationa, eapeaially Mr. Akashi, and

sssuro him of Cameroon's readiness to aoutinue cooperating with the United

Nations in the field of disarmament,

Partioipsnts at these meetings in Yaoundd expressed the wish that the

international coIxnunity aontinue to support the large-soale initiative of the

Central AfricM States which should lead to the aonclusion  of a non-sggreasion

pact, the adloption of legal instruments dealing with a system of mutual

assistMce and collective defence at the subregional ~6 regional levelat the

creation, through existing universities or military schools in the subregion,

of a centre of strategic studies and the establiahs~ant of subregional

cooperation in the field of military training; the organisation of joint

military exerciaas Mb patrolst the creation, under United Nations auspices,

of a permanent consultative cosuaittee dealing with security mattetar the

intensification of the diplomatic presence of each State in the other States

of the subregion - which is already being done aa much aa posaiblet the

reduction of military MU security budgets Mb the diverting of the raaources

thus freed to aocio-economic development, particularly regional and national

development projectat the establishment of @*red lineb” telephone

conwsunicatione between Neads of State or Government8 Md the atrengtheninq of

economic cooperation, as provided for in the Treaty setting up the Economic

Cosmaunity of Central AfricM States.
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The conclusitias  of the Yaoundd Seminar-Workshop, which have already been

transmitted to the Secretary-General , will, at an appropriate time, be the

abject of a resolution on behalf of all the countries of the subregion. We

trust that it will be unanimously endorsed by the Committee end, eubaeguently,

by the General Assembly,

Lastly, the current international situation gives rise to numeroue hopes

that are also challenge6  to the United Nation8 in the field of disarmement.

Cameroon, a small country, is of the view that the United Nation6 must

continue to be the ideal framework for negotiations on all issues of common

concern to the assembly of nations. We should thus endeavour unstintingly to

strengthen the role of the United Nations. Cameroon, for its part, will spare

no effort to make its modest contribution to this end.

m. ~ (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish)8 I

should like to cay how gratified my delegation is to eee the representative of

Poland, whose political record is well known to all membera, in charge of the

First Conrmittec,. And, of course, it ia the First Comittee of the General

Assembly for good reason.

Moreover, I should like to thank the Secretary of the Committee,

Mr. Rheradi, who has been, a8 it were , a continuing driving force in our

efforts here over the yeara.

I wieh to express my Government’s gratitude to the Department for

Disarmament Affair8 ae a whole and, in particular, to the

Under-Secretary-General for Disarmamaat Affairs, Mr. Yaaushi Akashi, for the

hard work he hae carried out and the dedication and efficiency that he has

demonstrated in the cause of disarmament in recent years. The increasingly
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active preeence of the United Nations in this field is essential, I would eves

say aruaial, in the formation of a renewed international framework and the

initiation of a reinvigorated dirarmament proaeaa,

Waently, I wab privileged to preside over the Third Beview Conference 01

the Parties to the bacteriologioal weapon8 Convention, and I mat say that in

my perronal opinion the Stator Partier are greatly indebted to the United

Nations for its aucce66. The admirable work of the Secretary of the

Conference, Mr. Samny Kum Buo, his entire team and the Geneva Braach of the

Department for,Dirarmament Affairs, led 60 efficiently by

Ambalsrador  Beraratagui,  dessrve our partiaular gratitude.

The preasnce  on the podium of the Secretary4eneral  of the Conference on

Disarmament,  knbaasador Komatina,  has a eignificaace  that needs to be

emphasised. The work of the Conference rearetariat is of unigue value and

innnenee rignificaace in the negotiation procemser. In this context, the worh

carried out by Ambasrador ltomatina in hir dual role aa Personal RePresentatiu

of the Secretary-general of the United Nations and aa Secretary43eneral of ti

Conference ha6 been iI%nOnaely  ValUabl@ in the COInple%  negotiation phaIM90  and

alro at the preroat  time when progrese  ie being mad@ toward6 a chemical

weapon0 aonventioa. ttis name is already written in the annals of diplomacy

a tnaa of major aahiovmmnt.

The teaurroaao  of our annual anoting in the yiret Conmnittee, besides

rerpoading to the logic of the calendar of conferenae~, allows ua to step ba

from part events and a@8060 them in the contort of out work. A couple of

year8 ago, the leitmotif in all statmentr made before the Committee  was no

doubt the grocerr of change in tartern Burope , whiah, by directly influencir

the evolution of the strategic confrontation between East and Weat, even to
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the point of rendering it meaningleaa, made EB think of the need to r8conaider

in their entirety the features and scope of the multilateral security agenda.

In 1990 we came to this forum holding our breath, in view of the

poaaibility, which later became a reality, of an armed conflict in the Gulf.

Moreover , we wondered what would be the impact of that crisis on what, until

then, had aaemed a promising outlook in the field of disarmament and security.

Today, although that crieis , at 18aat in its moat serious aapecta. has

been overcome, new challenges are emerging, challenges that we might aay arise

from the indomitable will of the peoples of the world to achieve freedom  and

democracy end to grow into more just aoci8ti88, where privation la not the

rule.

The question w8 should anewer in this specific context la to what extent,

and how, the existing framework, the Present diaarmement and security agenda,

la adequate to the current world situation.

Our anawer is that we should act in an effectiv8 and determined way,

bringing about the necessary change6 80 that the multilateral analyaia of

security is not reduced to a mere passive echoing of facts and events that

take place beyond the scope of the First Committee or even of the Conference

on Disarmament ft8elfr which, perhaps a little pompously, we continue, to label

aa the “single multilateral disarmament negotiating forum’*. And in saying

this, I wonder whether our almost automatic reiteration of thia definition la

not directly proportional to the loss of real influence that multilateral

mechanisms have suffered in recent years in the field of security.

Fortunately, today the prestige of the United Nations haa been

8 trengthened. Thua a new Opportunity i8 8mItrging - not the Only one, or the

laat one, but perhapa the right one - to imagine the new multilateral

disarmament agenda for the closing year8 of the century.
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The task nay sound presumptuous, and perhaps it would be presumptuous if 

it were merely seen as a whimsical response, ex nihilQ, as it were, to the 

devising of an agenda and institutional machinery bearing no relation to any 

specific need. 

~11 we mean is that, plainly and modestly, we, tbe multilateral 

negotiators on disarmament, should also turn the page in history that reality 

and the world around us boldly turned some time ago. 
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We must begin thinking about the fourth special session of the United

Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmament. More thsn three yews ago0

the third special session came to a close, leaving the bitter aftertaste of

failure to adopt a final document by COnsensusg I do not intend today to

examine the reabons behind something that happened in the pastt something,

besides, for whiah there are as many explanations aa there are delegations in

this hall. I will simply say that that failure was the first overt uigu of

the obvious divergence between our words and reality. After three and a half

years and hundreds of meetings in various forum - whose influence in the

field of disarmament could be described. I dare say, as marginal - that first

sign has become an obvious reality that QerhsQs we should not continue to

ignore.

In only a few months, in accordance with its timetable, the Conference on

Disarmament will submit to the General Assembly the definitive text of the

convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons. Once that has been done,

there will remain no question co which we can all agree as a substantive

subject of negotiation at the multilateral level,

Does this mean that there are no issues that are responsive to

multilateral treatment? Absolutely not.

We must therefore reflect on the security agenda and try to identify the

areas that require a new 8QQrOsCh. In a way, this practice has already begun

in forums such as the United Nations Disarmament Commission. In Qursuance of

its legitimate task of preparing subjeots for negotiation, the Commission, by

focusing on more practical matters, has substantially reduced an agenda that

was overloaded and was thus doomed to failure.
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This task, which the Commission has initiated with same successI should 

be carried on by t&is Committee. In particular, it might be useful to 

envisage a special session of the General Assembly to tackle this oroup of 

issues as a whole in an effort to provide appropriate solutions to the 

problems of the closing years of the century. 

It is not, in our v&w, a question of setting new priorities or of 

fighting rhetorical battles to force into the text of a document commitments 

that States are not willing to make at the level of real political 

decision-making. We dre familiar with this practice; we have suffered through 

it before aud we should be able to avoid repeating it. 

The task that we have in mind would be to prepare a brief text, 

practically an agenda or a list of subjects that might be defined as 

operative, as oppsed to the comprehensive political agenda that includes 

priorities and issues that apparently do not, for the time being, lend 

themselves to multilateral negotiation. The contents of this operative 

dissrmamant agenda would be varied and there would be no reason to discard 

priorities that were not under discussion. I f  we follow this plan, we can see 

that -thctre 818 certain clear issues. 

For orample, the prevention of an arms race in outer space raises 

questions that 1enC tbsmselves very clearly to multilateral consideration. a 

superficial reading of the last report of th% relevant Ad Hoc Committee of the 

Conference on Disarmament shows that t&e development of measurea to protect 

satellites for non-military use is in the interests not only of the space 

Powers but also of those who wish to join in the exploration and exploitation 

of space. 
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The implementation of aonfidence-building meaeuree in spaae ~8s first

sanationed by the General Aeaembly a little over a year ago when it adopted

.resolution 45155 B (1990). Thus there 8roae an entire range of new

possibilities that should be encouraged in a field where human sctivity will

develop greatly in the very near future. This is an exemple of a subject that

merits further explorstion.

Once the pressing issue of chemical warfare has been solved with the

forthaoming adoption of the convention, there will still be pending issues on

our list such as that of bacteriologiaal  warfare.

Soon, as a result of the Third Review Conference held in Geneva, a group

of experts will meet to analgee from a scientific and technical point of view

the feasibility of potential verifiaation measurea. The Review Conference, in

its final daolsration, indiaated that the experts’ report might be analysed at

a later date by the States Parties if they so desired. The question arises,

then, of whether it might be advisable to give a mandate to the Disarmament

Conference, with its long experience of negotiation on chemical warfare, to

consider additional measures in the field of bio-scientific activities that

reinforce in one way or another the regime that today is based solely on the

convention and national measures.

There are other leaser-known  ieeuee, but QerhaQs they will be given

gra8tsr priority in the years to come. I mean, for example, the question of

multilateral consideration of a series of standards that regulate and channel

the transfer  of dual technologies in various fields. In 1991 Argentina and

Bras11 started to emphaaiae the need for a broad, unbiased debate on a subject

that up to now has not received either a sufficient or perhaps entirely

appropriate focus. I refer to the need to reconcile the legitimate use of,
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and ace888 by all States to the technologies of progreaa and well-being with

the requirenmats  of a safer atabie  world,

Here we have another subject that is ripe for renewed multilateral

consideration. The enonnoua acope of the conventional diaarsmnent  question,

even taking into account ita regional configurations and peculiarities, does

have certain feature8 that may be dealt with globally. The recent repout  of

the group of erpeP.8 on internation8l  8rms transfers is moat illuminating in

this r e g a r d .  .

Another ar,es that haa not yet received the attention it deserves is tha

link between disarmament and security and the other high priority of the

19908 - environment81 protection. Almoat 15 years ago the Diaaxnmment

Conference produced the Convention on the Prohibition of Military or any Other

Eostile Use of Environmental Wodification Techniguea (ENMOD).  The Gulf War

proved that the subject-mstter  of the Convention ~88 in fact not nearly so

hypothetical or unrcs’.~atie  se many hastened to declare.
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Is the ENMOD Convention as comprehensive as it should be? Are its terms

clear enough to prevent covert violations, which, after all, are clear

examples of the hostile use of ecosystems? This is another issue that calls

for multilateral attention.

Of course, this list does not exhaust the various possibilities and

issues that are ready for practical and effective consideration at a

multilateral level. In this respect, it would br, useful for other

delegations, in the light of their global and regional perceptions and

individual realities, to state their opinions 80 that we may develop together

a new agenda setting specific objectives.

In our opinion, the options are clear. On the one hand, we could ins'st

on our differences in a process that can only lead to an increasingly

pronounced marginaliaation of the multilateral mechanisms for disarmament,

with unpredictable results8 on the other hand, we prefer and would like to

encourage the joint development of a new operative agenda within the framework

of the fourth special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament.


